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The Student Newspaper of Ursin us College 
Former U.S Ambassador to 
Sierra Leone Now Ursinus 
Quinn Dinsmore 
Grizzly Sta/fWrifer 
A connection between war rav-
Sierra Leone and tranquil 
/Sinus College may seem ex-
me, bul a recent addition to the 
acuity links Ursinus students to 
the world{ 
The fonner U.S. Ambassador 
'110 Sierra lj!one, Joseph H. Melrose 
will serve as Ambassador-in-
1\c:~.lu~'m.~ and PrOfessor of Inter-
lations this semester. 
~s a 1966 graduate of 
IJ;n1rp;cm Service, serving in Viet-
Syria, Europe, Pakistan, and 
~i,~pr'i~ and for the last three years, 
Ambassador to Sierra Leone. 
A native of Springfield Town-
ship, Montgomery County, he re-
ceived his B.A. in political science 
from Ursinus and went on to earn 
an M.A. from Temple University. 
He joined the Foreign Service in 
1969. 
While teaching the Ursinus In-
ternational Organizations course 
this semester and advising Model 
U.N. students, Melrose will also 
work to enrich the college's inter-
national programs. 
A strong believer in a liberal arts 
education, Melrose believes it 
"gives students a background 
which makes them more flexible in 
what has become a rapidly chang-
ing and shrinking world." 
He hopes his familiarity with 
world politics will add to the depth 
of knowledge students can ac-
Professor 
Melrose Testi-
fies Before the 
Senate 
Quinn Dinsmore 
Grizzly SlafT Writer 
Ursin us professor and former 
.S. Ambassador to Sierra Leone 
Joseph Melrose testified before a 
Senate committee on government 
tTairs last Wednesday. Melrose 
ited evidence that AI-Qaida and 
IVlezbollah, suspected terrorist or-
U. .• 'flilllI:zatloTIS, are buying illicit dia-
from rebels. 
The Associated Press reported 
that Melrose told the subcommit-
lee it is unc lear whether the Revo-
lutionary United Front, a rebel group 
in Sierra Leone, deliberately sold 
lhediamonds to the two organiza-
tionsorwhether it simply is "a case 
of .Jelling the illicit stones \0 who-
offers the best price." 
A Washington Post reporter 
West Africa Bureau Chief 
'LlIlUglas Farah reported several 
IlIXlnlhs ago, terrorists have used 
diamonds to transfer re-
owr\:t:s from one location to an-
Farah recently spoke to the 
i\lllUnllS community at Melrose' s. 
men feel it is important for 
..,U",H." to be aware of this 
Melrose stated, "The con-
should be able to know that 
diamond he or she purchased 
get to the retail counter by 
increasing the suffering of fellow 
human beings and that the benefits 
of a country's natural resources 
should benefit the citizenry of that 
country." 
Known as "conflict diamonds", 
illegal gems account for 4 to 15 
percent of the world's $6 bill ion-a-
year diamond trade. Human rights 
organizations are urging action 
from the United States, as Ameri-
cans buy about two-thirds of all 
diamonds. 
The House passed a bill last year 
giving the president the authority 
to sanction countries that refuse to 
track diamonds. The bill ensures 
that diamonds come through legiti-
mate sources. The White House 
supports the measure, which the 
Senate will consider. 
As the United States tracks 
down both the terrorists and their 
financial resources, the role of il-
licit diamonds may become increas-
ingly important. Melrose warned, 
"While we have seen that Al-
Qaida has been able to success-
fully benefit from this situation, we 
must also recognize that it is cer-
tain that others who seek to harm 
innocent members of society will 
use this situation for their benefit 
as welL" 
Professor 
quire at Ursinus. Melrose has 
participated in the negotiation of a 
peace treaty, dealt with the prob-
lems of refugees and Internally 
Displaced Persons, and helped 
establish a Peace Keeping 'Force 
for the Sinai, the most cost effec-
tive peacekeeping force in the 
world. As he commented about 
his career, "I think this brings an-
other dimension to the program 
and will benefit the students." 
The former Ambassador's ac-
complishments have often been 
his greatest challenges. He remi-
nisced about keeping the Embassy 
open in Freetown despite security 
problems and trying to help thou-
sands of refugees and war vic-
tims. 
Heexpressed, "With very strong 
competition for resources for vari-
ous countries it was necessary to 
keep Sierra Leone on the screen in 
Washington. A small African 
country can easil y be overlooked." 
His work in Africa and the For-
eign Service earned him a Presi-
dential Distinguished Executive 
A ward from President George W. 
Bush. Over the years. he has 
received numerous State Depart-
ment Superior and Meritorious 
Honor awards, and a Presidential 
Meritorious Service Award in 1992. 
In retirement, Melrose retams ties 
with the State Department and will 
carry out occasional Washington 
assignments. One of those assIgn-
ments was I inked to the country's 
reaction to the recent terrorist at-
tacks. 
Ironically schcduled to relUll1 to 
the United States on September 
I I, Melrose was asked to erve as 
a coordinator of Ta k Force I at 
the State Department. He ex-
plained, "During various crises, we 
set up task forces which can run 7 
days a week 24 hours a day to 
monitor the si tuation. They have 
representatives of different bureau 
as well as representatives of other 
government agencies who work 
under the coordinator. I did a num-
berofmidnightto 8 am shifts. We 
prepared reports for the Secretary 
of State and the President so when 
they woke up, we told them what 
had happened over night." 
Melrose believes lessons can be 
learned from the terrorist attacks 
as he looks forward to sharing his 
world experience with students. 
He feels the United States needs 
10 be less complacent about the 
possibility of terrorism and recog-
nize there are people in the world 
who disagree with the American 
way of life and what the country 
takes for granted. He reminds, 
"When the average daily income 
of a person is $1.00, they usually 
have basic needs that are going 
unmet. They may have no shelter, 
not enough to eat and almost cer-
tainly no medical care. There are 
hundreds ofthousands of people in 
this situation in West Africa alone. 
These problems simply cannot be 
ignored." 
The road from Ursinus to Sierra 
Leone and back again continues 
as students will address these 
pressing issues in a changing world, 
with a professor who has experi-
enced political struggle and inter-
national relations first hand. 
Fire In Reimert: Where were the 
Christine Ginty 
Grizzly News Editor 
We leave our doors unlocked. 
Our lights never get turned off. 
Candles are left burning for hours, 
before you remember to blow them 
out. Think all of this safe? Perhaps 
you are mistaken. 
On Friday, February 8, 2002, a 
small fire occurred in a Reimert 
suite. Most of the campus, even 
the Reimert residents were un-
aware of this incident because the 
fire alarm never sounded. 
The fire started sometime in the 
late afternoon. Small lights were 
placed around the bed of one of the 
residents and during the day they 
were turned on. The lights became 
overheated and smoldering caus-
ing the sheets and subsequently 
causing the mattress to catch on 
fire. During this time the fire alarm, 
which is also, a smoke detector 
never went off. 
Other members of the suite who 
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Leone Ambassador 
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Lastest Olympics news and 
medal counts 
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Smoke Detectors? 
found the fi re, 
doused the flames 
and then removed 
the mattress from 
the premises. 
Fortunately, 
there was no major 
harm done by the 
fire, except some 
water damage and 
the destroyed mat-
tress. 
Bryan Brook, the 
resident of the 
room, commented 
"According to the 
people here when 
they put it out the 
smoke was thick 
enough that they 
were barely able to 
prevent vomiting, 
and were unable to 
breath." 
,OPINION 
Student on Campus 
What would you do if YOUR 
fire alarm didn't go off? 
Opillioll.l .. ---- ... -.- .. --.- .. ----- pa{(e 3 
Dressing for Work 
Should we dress up to go (lut? 
Why do so many people dress 
down'? 
Opilliolls" .. -... -.. -......... - pal.!1'3 
Good Greeks 
One student gives the skinny on 
the good stuff Greek organiza-
tionsdo. 
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A&E 
Remembering 
Ever wonder what happened to 
that show"My So-called Life"? 
A &/.; ---.... -----.. -.. --.. -----.. ---- page4 
Felicity ends series 
Felicity will be ending soon, find 
out what's supposed to happen. 
A ,'(7;; ------.... -.. -.. ----.-... --- .. -- pageS 
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How to take care of your cold 
without being left in the cold! 
A ,H:: ---.--.. -.. ------- .. ----------.. page6 
So why exactly didn't the 
alarm go off? The actuall alarm 
has gone off in the room several 
timesduring fire drills and when 
other minor smoke and fire inci-
dents have happened on cam-
pus. Apparentl y somethmg was 
wrong with the detection as-
pect of the alarm. The college 
did send someone to check on 
the alarm in the room, but the 
residents arestill unsure whether 
it has begun to work again. 
So how safe is the cam-
pus and how accurate are the 
fire alarms? The campus can 
only hope that if a major fire 
occurs, the alarms will not only 
detect the problem but make 
students aware of the impend-
ing danger in time for them to 
escape. 
Reimert Hall, the-site of a fire 
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Marisol: A Lesson In 
Li ving in the After-
math of September 
11th 
Syreeta Dixon 
Special TO the Grizzly 
" Marisol is a futuristic poetic 
[comedic] fantasy set in New 
York ... " In other words, be pre-
pared for some chaos with a good 
mix of New Yawk (spelling in-
tended) accents. The play deals 
with combating apathy and "lack 
of social connection," says direc-
tor Dominick Scudera. 
The play is set in modern day 
New York and, though it was writ-
ten during the early nineties, it is 
easily connected to the thoughts 
and sentiments of our country af-
ter the September I I tragedy. 
The play centers around one 
major character: Marisol Perez, a 
young Puerto Rican woman who 
is visited by an angel with news of 
a holy war. The life surrounding 
her is unsafe and "soon she doesn't 
recognize me world." Marisol must 
then decide whether to attempt to 
live as usual or stand against the 
destruction unfolding in the world. 
The play premiered off-Broad-
way and won an Obie award in 
1993. The Village Voice is quoted 
as saying; "Rivera's play is angry, 
fearsome, fantastic, and poetically 
frenzied, without surrendering ei-
ther its sanity or its mordant sense 
of humor... It's a cry from the 
poet's heart." 
Playwright Jose Rivera is a 
Puerto Rican native who now re-
sides in Los Angeles. His career 
spans from stage to television, as a 
co-creator and producer for the 
NBC series, "Eerie Indiana." He 
is currently working on new plays 
as well as screenplays for cable. 
Director Dominic Scud~ra, as-
sociate professor of theatre and 
communications, has also recently 
directed Doctor Faustus, The Bald 
Soprano, and Everyman. A na-
tive Philadelphian, Scudera is a 
professional director/playwright. 
He has worked with several com-
panies in the area, including His-
toric Philadelphia Inc., Fictitious 
Theatre Company, and the Phila-
delphia Fringe Festival. He re-
cently started his own theatre com-
pany, Rumpus Theatre, which has 
successfully produced several 
plays. 
Scudera remarked that he hopes 
the play will provide the audience 
with "food for thought" to discuss 
with others. He specifically picked 
this show, which is totally different 
from his others, in order "to expose 
the students to all genres and ex-
pressions of theatre." 
Scudera also wanted to give stu-
dents the opportunity to be chal-
lenged in the characters they por-
trayed. In this play are a mix of 
students from di fferent classes anti 
backgrounds. 
Marisol is now playing in Ritter 
Theater, tonight through Saturday 
at 7:30 pm. Tickets are $5 for 
adults and $2 for students and 
seniors. Tickets will be available 
at the door, and reservations may 
be made by calling 61 0-409-3604. 
Grizzly News Thursday ..... I,. .. lai .. t~"'t 
Grant Will Enhance Ursinus 




The Ursinus College A ian Stud-
ies program will benefit from a 
four-year, $467,795 grant awarded 
by the Freeman Foundation Un-
dergraduate Asian Studies Fund-
ing Initiative. Ursinus is one of 84 
selective colleges acros thecoun-
try to have received such a grant. 
According to Hugh R. Clark, 
profe sorofhi tory and East A ian 
studie and a specialist in middle 
period Chinese history, the award 
will complement the COllege ' cur-
rent trengths in history and 
thought, politics, language, and lit-
erature. More specifically, it will 
be u ed to add a second full Jtime 
facuity po ition in the Japanese 
language; enhance the college pro-
gram in linguistic; expand library 
holdings; support an existing stu-
dent and faculty Japanese ex-
change program; and underwrite a 
four-year serie of colloquia titled 
"Pacific Currents," which will fo-
cus on the Pacific Rim. 
The events and speakers for 
eachyearofthecolloquium, noted 
Clark, will be based on cinema, art, 
theater, and other themes tied to 
course and designed to encour-
age maximum student participa-
tion. Beside new courses for 
Ursinus student, each topic will 
have a public dimension, including 
a movie series drawing on Chi-
nese, Japanese, and Asian- Ameri-
can cinema, and a focu on East 
Asian theater, with at least one 
production planned. In addition, the 
Berman Museum of Art will mount 
a major exhibition built around the 
museum's important collection of 
19,h and 20,h century Japanese 
woodblock print, which will be 
complemented by loan from mu-
seum and private collections. 
Currently, the college is seeking 
a faculty candidate to enhance the 
Japanese language program, with 
secondary experti e in the socio-
linguistics of cro'ss-cultural com-
munications. In addition to offer-
ing courses in Japanese language, 
the instructor would teach in con-
junction with the Department of 
Communications Studies and The-
ater, which has expanded its offer-
ings to include courses in intercul-
tural and organizational communi-
cation. 
Additional initiatives includesup-
port of an exisitng student and 
faculty exchage program with 
Tohoku Gakuin University in 
Sendai, Japan; and an expansion 
of library holding in East Asian 
Studies books,joumals, and library 
resources. 
" Ursinus has a well-e tablished 
tradition in East Asian Studies," 
said Clark. Following the inaugural 
Tohoku Gakuin exchange in 1980, 
the College added East A ian spe-
cialist in history and politics. Within 
the last decade, the college added 
a tenure-track professor in Japa-
nese language, making three, full-
time Asian specialists on the fac-
Ulty. The others in addition toClark 
are Steven Hood, professor of 
politics and international relations, 
aspecialistin Chinese politics with 
a focus on Taiwan; and Matt 
Mizenko, a pecialist in early 20,h 
century Japanese literature. 
In 1990 Ursinus was the first insti-
tution of higher education in Penn-
sylvania to receive authorization 
from the state to offer certification 
to high schools teachers of Japa. 
nese language. The East Asian 
Studies major was approved in 
1996, and is supported by offerings 
in literature, religion and most reo 
cently, art history. 
.. The Freeman Foundation's 
wi II enable us to further stn~ngthet. 
an already trong program," 
Clark. "The generous a 
comes at a time when Ursinus 
committed to international cui 
and global studies, most no 
through the new Common 
lectual Experience core 
lum." The Freeman Foundation 
Undergraduate Asian Studies 
Funding Initiative is committed to 
"increa ing, strengthening, and 
popularizing, the teaching of Asia 
in college and university class-
rooms," according to the Founda-
tion. Additionally, the Foundation 
empha izes developing in the 
United States at the undergradu-
ate level "a greater know ledge and 
appreciation of oriental cultures, 
histories and economics." 
Winter Olympics Take Salt 
Lake by Storm 
Kate Petersen 
Special to the Grizzly 
The 2002 Winter Olympics, a 
seventeen-day athletic extrava-
ganza, has been futl of amazing 
performances. More notably, it 
has been full of surprising results. 
As of Monday afternoon, the 
medal count showed Germany 
leading with 23 medals: 7 Gold-I 0 
Silver-6 Bronze. USA followed in 
second with 18 total, 4-7-7; Nor-
way and Austria both have 13 
total: Norway 8-5-0 and Austria 1-
3-9. Russia rounds out the top five, 
with 10 total medals: 4-4-2. 
This is the USA's highest medal 
scoring in the Winter Olympics. 
Only 13 medals were brought 
home from the previous games in 
Nagano. 
On Friday, USA captured the 14th 
medal of the games, as 
snowboarder Chris Klug won 
bronze in the men's giant parallel 
slalom event. Klug underwent 
liver transplant surgery 19 months 
ago. Switzerland's Schoch cap-
tured gold, and Sweden's 
Richardsson took the silver. 
The Canadian figure skating 
team quickly became a major story 
of the 2002 Winter Olympic games 
on Monday, February I I. The 
pairs' figure skating competition 
was held Monday evening, in which 
the Russian team was awarded 
gold and the Canadians received 
silver. After much controversy 
regarding a supposed judging scan-
dal, the skating couples from Rus-
sia and Canada were awarded a 
joint gold medal on Friday, Febru-
ary 15. 
The United States made their 
mark in snowboarding during these 
games. In women's half pipe on 
Sunday, February 10, Kelly Clark, 
who just graduated from high school 
last spring, scored a 47.9 to win the 
first US gold medal of the games. 
Later in the week, the men's half 
pipe competition resulted in an-
other American winning gold. USA 
went on to sweep the competition, 
with Powers taking the gold, fol-
lowed by Cass and Thomas. 
After a tie game against Russia 
on Saturday, Team USA Hockey 
went into Monday's game against 
Belarus ready to win. "We feel 
wecan beat any team in this town," 
said forward Jeremy Roenick. 
Brett Hull began the goal coring, 
which ultimately ended in an 8-1 
blowout. The men's team appears 
to have much more confidence 
than they did in Nagano, and they 
will most likely be playing for a 
medal. 
For skiing, the medal decision 
came down to the final moments 
of the men's 40-kilometer relay. 
As the skiers entered the arena, 
Italy's Zorzi took the lead. In a 
three-tenth of a second differ-
ence, however, the Norwegians 
captured the gold. This was their 
third gold in the last four Olympic 
games. 
On Sunday, February 17, the 
Speed Skatil)g competition was 
held. The competition ended in 
surpri e results in both men and 
women's I OOO-meterevent. Chris 
Witty of the USA set a record-
breaking time of 13.83 seconds to 
win the women's 1000m. Witty, 
who was recovering from mono, 
was not expected to be a strong' 
competitor in the event. 
In the men's I OOOm, the favored 
Ohno from America, came in sec-
ond place. following a four man 
collision. In a surprise, come-
from-behind ending, Australia's 
Steven Bradbury won the gold. 
This was the first Winter Olym-
pics gold medal in Australia's his-
tory, and Bradbury wi II be honored 
with a postage stamp. 
These are just a few of the 
stories of the 2002 Winter Olym-
pics. With just under a week lefl, 
there are sure to be many more 
amazing performances and sur-
prising results. 
Save a Life Donate Blood At • • 
the March Blood Drive 
Kristine Swartz 
Special to the Grizzly 
Did you know that every two 
seconds, someone needs a blood 
transfusion in our area? The 
Ursinus community came together 
last October to show their support 
for our nation when the American 
Red Cro s came to campus. They 
are returning March 21" and 22n~ 
and are hoping for another suc-
cessful drive. 
Last fall 138 Ursinus students, 
faculty, and staff donated blood. 
Altogether. the American Red 
Cross reached their goal of 105 
pints. One unit of blood can be 
broken down into five components. 
each of which can go to help a 
victim in need. Therefore, the 
blood collected at UC went to-
wards saving the lives of 525 pa-
tients! 
After September II, Americans 
joined together in support of our 
nation in its time of tragedy. Tre-
mendous effort was put forth in 
the form of blood donations to 
blood banks across the country. 
This overwhelming response soon 
dropped dramati<;ally and the 
American Red Cross is once again 
in dire need of blood. Even in good 
times, the nation's blood supply is 
fragile. This may be due to the fact 
that less than five percent of 
Americans who may be eligible 10 
donate blood actually donate each 
year. 
Once again, Omega Chi is help-
ing to organize the American Red 
Cross blood drive here at Ursinus. 
We are looking for another strong 
outpouring of donations. The Red 
Cross hopes to collect 110 pints 
and we can only achieve this 
your help. Both previous and first 
time donors are needed to ensure 
success. 
Thank you for your anticipated 
support and be watching for mem-
bersofOmegaChiduringtheweek 
of February 25 to sign up for an 
appointment. For questions or 
volunteer your time, please 
tact Kristine Swartz. president 
Omega Chi. 
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Students On Campus 
How would you feel if the room next to you caught on fire and the smoke 
Nicole Gaughan 
Gri:.::Jy Writer 
alarm never went off? 
It's dangerous! I'd wonder if all 
of the alarms worked. 
Brett Newswanger '04 
If I was asleep, I would have 
died. Since this happened in my 
suite, it's kinda scary. 
Bryan Brook '04 
I can't help but think that my 
safety is in jeopardy. 
Jeff Marino '04 
Dressing Up: What happened 
I to everyone's style?! 
Sarah Ewald 
Gli-:.zly A & E Editor 
When I was in first grade, my 
favorite outfit was a matching yel-
low sweat suit. I wore it to school, 
to my friends' houses, and basi-
ally anywhere I went I wore my 
yellow sweats. I thought I was the 
height of fashion in thi!) OL\tfit and 
cou/dn't fathom ever wearjng anyc 
thing else. Finally the day came 
when the yellow sweat suit no 
longer tit and had to be retired. I 
remember I was upset, but I moved 
on and started wearing dressier 
and more grown-up clothes. 
Well, now I am no longer wear-
ing sweat suits, but actual suits 
when I go places. I have started to 
notice that more and more people 
are dressing like I did in first grade 
when they go to work. 
What has happened to the way 
that people dress when they go 
out? It seems to me that more and 
more people are dressing down 
when they should be dressing up. 
I hate when I walk into a nice 
restaurant and at the table next to 
me the people are wearing ripped 
jeans, a wife beater, and an old 
baseball hat. I also hate when I go 
to work and people who are top 
executives walk around in inside 
out, ripped, and stained sweatshirts 
or matching sweat suits. 
I personaJly feel better when I 
dress up for work. I fee) more 
confident and I also feel better 
about myself. I think that it should 
be mandatory for people to dress 
up for work. 
We don 't ~ave to pull out the 
prom dresses and formal wear, but 
how hard is it to put on at least a 
nice pair of wool pants and a 
sweater, which by the way, looks 
10 times better that a sweatshin 
and jeans? 
I also think that part of.lhe prob-
lem is the business casual crap that 
is floating around a lot of offices. 
Business casual has gone from a 
polo shirt and khakis to Van Halen 
T-shirts and cut-off jean shorts 
topped off with sandals. 
Industryweek.com said that re-
cent studies have shown that people 
who fail to dress the part at work 
damage their credibility and stand-
ing with other professionals who 
do. 
They also said that at job fairs 
and exhibits feelings towards busi-
ness casual dress have changed. 
As late as 1998, 86 percent of 
customers visiting a job fair re-
sponded positively to the casual 
dress of the salespeople, but by 
2000 that number had dropped to 
45 percent. 
Back in the day men always had 
to wear suits and the women that 
worked had to wear dresses, pant 
suits, or something else equally 
nice. Somewhere along the way 
this changed as people began to 
demand their right to dress like 
slobs. 
So I say, let's save those match-
ing yellow sweat suits forthe week-
end and bring out the pinstripes for 
the 9 to 5. 
Heart-wrenching and 
Heart-warming: The Olympics 
Quinn Dinsmore 
Grizzly Staff Writer 
Pindar, in his victory-odes, sang, 
"A human being is the dream of a 
shade. But when a god-given 
nash comes, there is also a briUiant 
ing of men and honey-sweet 
I'm not ashamed to admit that 
addicted to the Olympics, the 
every two years where the 
comes together to see the 
WSOO-given flash" of athletes of 
color and creed. I anticipate 
opening ceremonies with their 
....... ".,. Ie and message of hope, 
'nlltchlinJ! the tragedy and victory 
whenever my busy 
' .. I.ICUIUII: allows. I'm not much of 
athlete but there is something 
about watching a 
..... n"" human tested to the limit, 
Iy and physically on the 
stage. 
a junkie for the heart-
,.. ........ "1; .u .... heart-warming sto-
the figure skater competing 
broken ankle, the professor 
Thailand who attempted 
cross-country skiing, the 17-year-
old underdog who shocked the 
world with sudden athletic bril-
liance. To me, it's more than the 
ancient Greek ideal of disciplined 
ability; it's the feeling I get that 
anylhing is possible and that for 
just a moment, the world can unite 
to celebrate champions. 
This year, as I settled down with 
friends to see the nightly perfor-
mances, I felt a distinct di fference. 
I was deeply shaken by Septem-
ber II and simply hearing the na-
tional anthem or seeing the raised 
tlag gives me chills. Security may 
be heightened, but in watching the 
games, I forgot about the raging 
wars and terrible sadness that ac-
company the conflicts of human 
life. I think the largest Olympic 
audience in history this February is 
evidence of people seeking that 
connection with the mythic hero in 
the athlete, whose talents are not 
tainted by politics or society to 
create such pure emotions. 
So for three weeks, I wi IIlune in 
to the Olympics, laughing and yes, 
sometimes even crying for the 
beauty of it all. The world is 
together for just a moment and I 
don't want to miss it. 
You may think it's a waste of 
time, toO commercialized or too 
dramatic but I agree with Profes-
sor John Wickersham who sup-
plied Pindar'squote. Wickersham 
expressed, "To me, he (Pindar) 
hints that athletic victory, shatter-
ing ordinary speeds and heights 
and forces, affords a transforming 
glimpse of divinity-in-humanity. 
Once, when a gold-medallist was 
asked how it felt, she said, 'I feel 
like I could live forever.' " You 
may not feel like you can live 
forever by watching the Olympics 
in your dorm room, but I believe 
we all might catch glimpses of the 
divine in these games, and be bet-
ter people from it, at a time when 
we are plagued by all too..human 
problems. 
I'd be really upset. I'd have to 
question the safety of the campus. 
Cassie Stewart '04 
I'd be really pissed off that the 
system Isn't up to date, and I'd 
wonder what else Isn't wor)..lOg. 
Kate H ushen '04 
J'd be happy because it [the fire 
alarm) IS the mo~t annoying sound 
J've ever heard. 
Erin Hus ey '03 
Sound Off! Want to be heard? 
Send your thoughts and opinions to 
grizzly@ursinu~.edu by noon on Friday_ 
For the Appropriateness of 
Fraternities and Sororities 
on Campus 
Joseph Davida 
Special 10 the Gri::.::./y 
Most people never bother to see 
the good things that Greek organi-
zatiqns do for their communi ty and 
university. "The purpose of a 
Greek organization is to better one . s 
life and make them more prepared 
for the real world," says Anthony 
Johnson (Sigma Pi Fraternity lnt '1-
Delta Iota Chapter) University of 
WI-Platteville, who is the philan-
thropy chair(community service). 
Forexample, teamwork is the num-
ber one key. In order to maintain 
the organization, every brother must 
work together to accomplish that 
goal. Being part of a Greek orga· 
nization means you have to swal-
low your pride sometimes and ask 
someone for help. 
It teaches you about willingness to 
use your personal time to help 
others, whether it is a brother! 
sister or members of the commu-
nity or the university. "No one 
ever hears about the philanthropy 
we do. They only hear about the 
nonsense such as rape that indi-
viduals do themselves," says 
Johnson. 
Teamwork, selflessness, a sense 
of duty, development of overall 
character. a huge gain in confi-
dence, and contacts that are made, 
are the main aspects of the advan-
tage gained for being in a frater-
nity. 
It is a given that every Greek 
organization completes a few com-
munity service projects every se-
mester. When asked about the 
current service activities that An-
thony and his fraternity were doing 
this semester, he responded hy 
saying that "next week we're re-
painting some class rooms at a 
local church because they had se-
rious water damage." 
He also stated that the fraternity 
adopted a highway in which they 
clean every semester. In April. 
the fraternity will be participating 
in a relay for the Amencan Cancer 
Society. Once In a while. the 
fraternlt) runs blOgo at elderly 
home>; and tutor local high 
schoolers free of charge. These 
are Just some of the wide array of 
activities performed by the frater· 
nity. 
"We also turn out many successful 
people, not just in my organilallon. 
but in all others" says Johnson. He 
explains that most of the United 
States presidents went Greek and 
that there are three "tudents from 
his fraternity that are a part of 
student senate on campus. He 
Slates that he \V i II be guaranteed a 
job as soon as he IS finished school, 
either through alumni or Just he-
cause of the thmgs that he has 
accomplished in hiS fralernlt). Due 
to all of these accomplishments. 
hiS resume will look great and 
employers \\111 seek his \'alue and 
worth that he \\111 oring to their 
bUSiness . 
"The development or character 
happens dunng pledging usually." 
says Johnson. That onef penod of 
pledging molds you oelause heing 
a pledge means that you have to 
"swallow your pnde" and do \\'hat 
the chapter asb of you. He stated 
that he could not get too specific 
about certain pledging issues be· 
cause of the is,ue 01 confidentlJI-
ity in the fraternity. But he did sa) 
that pledging tearht.'s you to stm' ~ 
for your goals. Pkdgll1g IS not 
easy, and for gOlld reason ot.'c<luse 
the fraternit) does not want guys 
that just "drink beer and get the 
ladies:' out one.s that want to wear 
their letters more than anything. 
Pride and unity an~ vcry significant 
in the letters worn by Greek orga-
niZations and sets them apart from 
ever) one l'I.-e on campu,. "\Vhcn 
I wear my letters It represents 
what I am a part of. not who I am." 
says Johnson. 
I led the diSCUSSion IOto how the 
campus reacts to his fraternity' s 
presence on campus. He stated 
that his fraternity gels a lot of 
respect from "the students. cam-
pus, as well as other Greeks." He 
is a part of a well-respected and 
prosperous organizatIOn where he 
has a voice. Johnson's o~ganiza­
tion is a social fraternity and people 
see the closeness within the fra-
ternity, all of the things that they tl) 
to accomplish, and they respect 
that. "Plus we haven'tlost home-
coming orGreek week 10 6 years," 
says Johnson. Being an active 
member gives one presence 111 the 
. organilatlOn alone. 
Each fraternity soronty has its(}\\ n 
personality. compnslng orthe per-
sonality 01 the members and the 
Ideals the fraternity stresses. It 
comprises of a group of people 
\\ ho are wi IIlng to do things to 
reach a particular goal. Thcthings 
that they have to do may not be 
pleasant in some respects, out that 
is life. In the real world, you will 
havc to overcome oumps 111 the 
road and do things that) ou may 
not want to, hut ha\e to In ordcr to 
reach a destinat ion, a goal. a dieHm. 
fraternities1sororities gi\'e you a 
crash course for life in \\hich col-
lege alone cannot givc you. When 
you complete that crash course, 
you will have learned \\ hat life is 
aoout: tl'all1work, selflessness, 
sense of duty. and development of 
oH:rallcharacter. confidence, ac-
quaintances, and respect. 'fl1t:.,e 
an~ the things the ml'dia and e\'ery 
other group of people opposed to 
the Greek life do not tell you. But 
let them think that bccau,e that is 






Griz;:.ly A &E Edilor 
It tarted in 1994. I re-
member randomly flipping through 
the channel one Thur day, and 
suddenly it was there in my living 
room, "My-So-Called-Life." 
I wa unable to turn my 
eye away from the sc r~en I wa 
o completely engrossed in it. I 
couldn't believe it was real. I 
couldn't believe there was a show 
that so accurately portrayed what 
it felt like to be in high chool. 
"My-So-Called-Life" for 
tho e who are too young to re-
member, those who never knew, 
or those who embarras ingly for-
get was a show that premiered in 
1994, was a complete hit with teens, 
and then disappeared into thin air 
only to be seen again on MTV 
marathons. 
Angela Chase, played by 
Claire Danes wa the main ch~r­
acter of the show. She lived in 
Three Rivers, a suburb near Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania. She had a 
mom, a dad, and a younger sister 
named Danielle. Angela was 15 
and attended Li bert y High School. 
She was like most 15-
year-olds. She was struggling with 
identity issues, her friends, her fam-
ily, and getting a boyfriend. The 
thing that I liked the mo t about 
Angela was the way she wa able 
to sum up life inonesimplephrase. 
"It just seems like, you agree to 
have a certain personality or some-
But Not Forgotten. 
(hing. For no reason. Just to make 
things easier for everyone. But 
when you think about it, I mean, 
how do you know it' even you?" 
It wa n't ju t Angela that we all 
could relate to . It was also her 
friends and even, sometime, her 
parent. 
Angela's best friend on 
the show u ed to be a. girl named 
Sharon Cher ki. Those two had 
grown up together and had ton. of 
hared memorie . But once they 
hit high chool Sharon began to 
develop phy ically, was an over-
achiever, and had a boyfriend. A 
riff developed between the two 
girl as they both tried to grow-up 
and figure out who they are. 
Everyone knows what it 
is like to lose a friend just because 
the two of you are growing up in 
separate way. My-So-Called-Life 
dealt with thi issue in a very real -
istic and meaningful way. 
Another major part of rhe 
how was Angela's crush on 
Jordon Catalano (Jared Leto). Jor-
dan was every girls dream. He 
was dark, dangerous , a loner, and 
unbel ievably hot. Angela fell head 
over heals in love with him, and 
again it was portrayed incredibly 
realistically. 
People could relate to 
Angela's insecurity and need to be 
in love. Angela was con umed by 
this love for Jordan, and nothing 
else seemed to matter. She was 
also able to communicate these 
points so poetically . 
''I'm in love. His name is 
Jordan Catalano. He wa left back, 
twice. Once I almost touched his 
shoulder in the middle of a pop 
quiz. He's always closing hIS eyes, 
like it hurts to look at things." 
Li ke any teenager she con-
centrated on miniscule things and 
made them seem out-of-control 
important to her very existence. In 
fact, Angela did mange to land 
Jordan, but eventually the two 
broke up and it was like any young 
love is, a complete deva tation. 
Then there was Angela' 
new best friend, Rayanne Graf. 
Rayanne was the bad girl that 
everyone's mom warned the ir 
daughter about. Rayanne wa an 
alcohoric, liked to smoke, liked to 
cut school and liked to live on the 
edge. An~ela's mom didn't like 
her at all, and neither did Sharon. 
Angela managed to find comfort in 
her new friendship with Rayanne, 
and with a bisexual Ricki. These 
friends of hers were completely 
different from anyone el e Angela 
had ever been friends with, and 
they along with others helped An-
gela to figure out who she was. 
The show was filled with 
many realistic characters that ev-
eryone could relate to. "My-So-
Called-Life" wa the most accu-
rate depiction of high chool that I 
have ever een. It voiced all of 
your hidden fear, comforted you 
with the idea that manyotherpeople 
Angela Chase and her fa ily from "My-So-Called-Life" 
were experiencing the same prob-
lems you were, and it made you 
want to appreciate your time spent 
in high school. 
Then why with so many 
positive did it go off the air? 
One of the reasons is that 
it was just ahead of its time. It 
came out at a time when people 
were not yet ready to deal with 
teen sex uality, teen substance 
abuse, and the fact that high school 
was not the peaches and cream 
dream everyone tried to say it 
was. 
It would have made it On 
the big screen, but airing every 
week in people's homes is a differ-
ent story. 
"My-So-Called-Life"~ 
rated one of the top ten 
shows by E-online, and they 
thi to say, 
.. While a show I 
would most likely thrive 
glut of introspective, 
Williamson-esque teen 
the air today, the best it 
muster during its stunted, I 
so de run was critical praise 
fiercely loyal butsmall-ish 
ing among the teen set." 
After the how went 
the air some of the 
went on to do other things. 
decent movies. 
Claire Dane ' rp('orr'. 
cluded movies like, .. 
Women," "Romeo + Juliet," 
Mod Squad," "Brokedown 
ace," and her latest, "Rora 
The other characters 
also had other roles, but in 
opinion the shining moment 
of these actors was their time 
on the set of "My-So-Called-
So if the occasional 
runson MTVand the FOX 
Channel aren 'tenough for 
So-Called-Life fan in you, 
fear. A boxed DVD set of a 
episodes is due out 
2002. 
Angela and Jordan 
gone, but not forgotten. 
Behind The Scenes Entertainment 
"The Royal Tenenbaums:" A 
Dysfunctional, but Successful Family 
Kelly Gray 
Griu./y A&E Editor 
"The Royal Tenenbaums" 
is a movie that you will think is very 
funny or just plain old weird. 
The film written by Wes 
Andersen, the director, and Owen 
Wilson, one of the stars in the film, 
deals with a family living in New 
York. 
The wonderful cast includes 
Gene Hackman, Angelica Hous-
ton, Ben Stiller,Gywneth Paltrow, 
Luke Wilson, Danny Glover, and 
Bill Murray. 
Gene Hackman plays 
Royal Tenenbaum, the patriarch, 
left his family and his home many 
years ago and now lives in a hotel. 
He lives on credit, but has never 
divorced his wife Etheline, played 
by Angelica Houston. 
Etheline remains at home 
to care for her three children who 
are prod igies and have grown up to 
be neurotic adult . Chas, played 
by Ben Stiller, wa a financial whiz 
as a kid and now is a widow with 
two sons. Margot, played by 
Gwyneth Paltrow, was adopted, 
won a prize for a school play she 
wrote, and cut off her finger. Fi-
nally there is Richie, played by 
Luke Wilson, who was once a 
tennis champion and close to his 
father at a young age. 
Raleigh St. Clair, played 
by Bill Murray, is an intellectual 
married to Margot, but he has no 
idea who she really is. Eli Cash, 
played by Owen Wilson, lived 
across the street from the children 
when they were younger and now 
writes horrible westerns. Henry 
Sherman, played by DannyGlover, 
"The Royal Tenenbaums" 
is Etheline's accountant but now 
realizes that he is in love with 
Etheline. My favorite character is 
Pagoda, played by Kumar Pallana, 
is Royal' devoted servant who 
once tried to kill Royal but saved 
him instead. 
The story begins when 
Royal is kicked out of the hotel he 
lives in because he has no money 
or credit left. Royal tells his wife, 
Etheline, that he has cancer, is 
going to die soon, and has no place 
iO live. As soon as Richie hears 
the news of his father's sickness, 
he comes home to stay with his 
dad. Chas moves back into the 
house with hi two ons because 
his apartment is not safe enough 
and Margot comes home because 
she does not want to live with her 
husband anymore. 
Now everyone from the 
family is living under one roofwith 
Pagoda and visits from Raleigh, 
Eli, and Henry. Throughout the 
visit everyone learns more about 
each other and many other things. 
I thought this film was 
great. It is very furny with some 
sad moments, but none that really 
made me sad. These characters 
are very unique and you have to 
know that going into the film or you 
will just think it is weird. 
Ben Stiller does not have 
a big role but he does a great job 
withthecharacterChas. Hiscurly 
hair and red jumpsuit matches ex-
actly with his two sons and makes 
you laugh every time you see them 
on the screen. 
Gene Hackman, the star 
of the film, does a magnificent job 
as Royal. He was funny and 
sentimental at the same time. 
"The Royal Tenenbaums" 
definitely should have received 
more Oscar nominations. Every 
year there are only dramatic films 
nominated, why not a comedy with 
some drama? Gene Hackman 
without doubt deserved his win at 
the Golden Globes this year. This 
is a great movie for anyone who 
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elicity" Says Good-Bye to Fans Everywhere, 
, 
At The End of Their Senior Year 
Kelly Gray 
Grizzly A&E Editor 
It is official; "Felicity" will 
be ending this season, their tinal 
year of college. 
After four seasons of ex-
periencing college with Felicity, 
Ben, Noel, and other friends, we 
wiIl have to say goodbye to one of 
the best shows on television. 
Supposedly, the "Felicity" 
cast found out about the cancella-
tion before the show went on win-
ter hiatus. However, the show's 
co-creator, J.J. Abrams, has many 
surprises in store for the final epi-
sodes. 
For the past four years, 
we have followed Felicity through 
her journey at college in New York 
City. 
At first, Felicity traveled 
to New York to follow the boy she 
loved, Ben. But, when she arrives 
she meets another boy named 
Noel. This is where we start the 
voyage of her love life. 
Many critics called "Fe-
licity" the "Ally McBeal" that goes 
to college or "Dawson's Creek" 
with a girl. 
The truth is that Felicity 
was a college student who had a 
crush on a boy and had personal 
problems just I ike every other stu-
dent starting college. 
Throughout the past four 
years, the "Felicity" story line has 
dealt with many issues that college 
kids experience while away from 
home. 
College students aoross 
the country could relate to the 
problems that Felicity, Ben, and 
Noel experienced. 
In 1999, Keri Russell won 
the Golden Globe fo~ Best Dra-
matic Actress in a Television Se-
ries. This award was to give prom-
ise to the show, but then there was 
a dramatic tum. 
During the 1999-2000, 
Russell decided to chop her hair, 
which lowered ratings for the show. 
Commenting about the haircut, the. 
then president of the WB said, 
"Nobody is cutting their hair again 
on this network," 
Over the past couple of 
Ben, Felicity, and Noel, say good-bye 
years, Russell has grown her hair 
back and ratings started to go up, 
but the show was never one of the 
network 's favorites again. 
Since the hair cut, the 
show would air from October to 
December, disappear for 
acouple months, and then 
the other episodes would 
air for the year, 
By the 
lime the "Felicity" went 
on hiatus, It was a\'crag-
ing 3.2 million each epi-
sode, which was not that 
bad. "Glory Days", 
which replaced "Fel icity", 
had a "tTOng showing the 
begmning. but It no\\ 
startmg to slump. 
One gos-
sip columnist, Wanda, 
from E!Onlinedlsco\"cred 
that the network decided 
toend "Felicity" because 
at the end of the season 
they will have 83 episodes 
of the show. ThiS mcans 
a very nice syndication 
package for the network 
Some 
people are even specu-
lating that the senes co-
creator, 1.1. Abrams, IS just too 
busy with his new series ·'Alias." 
The last episodes of "Fe-
llclty" will begm airing again on 
Wednesday, March 20, 
One surpnse is the ap-
pearance from old cast member, 
Julie, played by Amy Jo Johnson. 
Also, for the two-hour 
series tinale, Hannah the ex-girl-
friend of Noel , s, played by" Alias" 
star Jennifer Gamer, will be mak-
ing an appearance. There will be 
a total of I I new episodes before 
Felicity and gang moves on from 
college. 
The season tinale, which 
will air on Wednesday, May 22, 
will not focus on the graduation, 
which will air a couple episodes 
before the final one. 
The tinale will focus on a 
death of a major character and 
Felicity will choose between Ben 
,md Noel. What you ay! Yes, 
Felicity \\ III tinallychoose between 
Ben and Noel. 
The past four years of 
"Felicity" ha\'e been great ones 
and let's hope that Felicity chooses 
the right guy. 
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Mamma Mia! Brings ABBA into the 
21st Century 
Sarah Ewald 
Gri::.::./y A&I: l:dilor 
It has taken New York and from tatnment 
Weekly. and London by storm. and now it is 
in Philly at the Forrest Theatre for 
a limited time only. 
What am I talking about, 
the hit new musical. Mamma Mia!. 
which is inspired and includes all 
songs by the Swedish rock group 
ABBA. 
ABBA, which was around 
back in the late seventies and early 
eighties was Sweden's biggest 
export in 1979 and some of their 
hits include, the ever popular, 
"Dancing Queen," "Knowing Me, 
Knowing You," "Money, Money, 
Money,"and "Thank You ForThe 
Music." 
The musical is the story of 
a girl named Sophie, who has never 
known who her father is. She is 
about to get married and decides 
that she wants her father to walk 
her down the aisle. The problem is: 
there are three possi ble fathers of 
Sophie and she has invited them all 
to the weddmg, and her mother 
doesn't know about any of it. 
Sophie enlists the helpofher friends 
!here the ex-
ctement 




hit!" said Pat 
Collins of 
UPN-9. 
have yet to 
see Mamma 
Mia!. but 




love of Abba 
it sounds as 
ifit is a bril-
liant new 
musical 





ever it goes! 
It's Just what 
we- and 
Broadway -
Critics have given It rave reviews 
and here is what they have to say 
about it, 
"The Single Most Ecstatic 
Musical to open on Broadway slIlce 
"A Chorus Line." Mamma Mia! 
Leaves you uplifted, enraptured, 
and feeling like a number one!" 
said Owen Gleiberman of Enter-
need," said Richard Zoglin ofTime 
Magazme. 
So If Abba' s your thing, or 
even If It's not and you just want a 
night off campus Mamma Mia! is 
playing at the Forrest Theatre in 
Philadelphia from now until March 
17, 2002. Tickets go for about 
orchestra and meZlanine: $75, and 
halcony: $65, 545. and $25. 
The Grammy's Are Back! ! ! 
KeUyGray 
Grizzly A&E Editor 
Record of the Year 
· "Video," India.Arie 
· "Fallin'," Alicia Keys 
· "Ms. Jackson," OutKast 
· "Drops of Jupiter," Train 
· "Walk On," U2 
Album of the Year 
Acoustic Soul, India.Arie 
Love and Theft, Bob Dylan 
Stankonia, OutKast 
All That You Can't Leave Be-
hind, U2 
· 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? 
Soundtrack. Various 
Song of the Year (songwriter 
award) 
· "Drops of Jupiter," Charlie Colin, 
Rob Hotchkiss, Pat Monahan, 
Jimmy Stafford & Scott 
Underwood, songwriters (Train) 
· "Fallin' ," Alicia Keys, songwriter 
(Alicia Keys) 
· "I'm Like a Bird," Nelly Furtado 
(Nelly Furtado) 
· "Stuck in a Moment You Can't 
Get Out Of," U2, songwriter (U2) 
· "Video," India.Arie, Carlos "Six 
July" Broady & ShannonSan<jers, 
songwriters (lndia.Arie) 






Female Pop Vocal Performance 
. "I'm Like a Bird," Nelly Furtado 
· ''There You'll Be," Faith Hill 
· "Someone To Call My Lover," 
Janet Jackson 
· "By Your Side," Sade 
· "Essence," Lucinda Williams 
Male Pop Vocal Performance 
· "Fill Me In," Craig David 
· "You Rock My World," Michael 
Jackson 
· ,,' Want Love," Elton John 
· "Still," Brian McKnight 
· "Don't Let Me Be Lonely To-
night," James Taylor 
Female Rock Vocal Perfor-
mance 
· "Strange Little Girl,"Tori Amos 
· "I Want To Be in Love," Melissa 
Etheridge _ 
· "This Is Love," PJ Harvey 
· "Planets of the Universe." Stcvie 
Nicks 
· "Get Right with God," Lucinda 
Wilhams 
Male Rock Vocal Performance 
· "New York, New York," Ryan 
Adams 
· "Superman Inside," Erie Clapton 
· "Honest with Me," Boh Dylan 
· "Dig In," Lenny Kravitz 
"Peaceful World." John 
Mellencamp 
Rock Song 
· "Drops of J upirer," Chari ie C\,l in, 
Rob Hotchkiss, Pat Monahan, 
Jimmy Stafford & Scott 
Underwood, songwriters (Train) 
· "Elevation." U2, songwriter (U2) 
· "Jaded." Marti Fr~deriksen & 
Stevcn Tyler, song\\'riler~ 
(Aerosmith) 
· "Walk On," U2, songwriter (U2) 
· "Yellow," Guy Berryman, Jon 
Buckland, Will Champilln 8.: Chris 
Martin, songwriters (Coldpla) • 
R&8 Song 
· "Didn't Cha KnO\\:' Erykah 
Badu, songwriter (EryJ...ah Badu) 
· "Fallin' ," A licia Keys, songwnkr 
. (Alicia Keys) 
· "Get Ur Freak On," M. ElliOl\ 8.: 
T. Mosley, song\\litcrs (!\1Issy 
.. Misdemeanor" EI hOl\) 
· "Hit 'Em Up Sty Ie (OOpSI)," 
Dallas Austin, songwriter (Blu 
Cantrell) 
"Love of My Life," Brian 
McKnight, songwriter (Brian 
McKnight) 
· "Vldeo,"lndia.Arie, Carlos "Six 
July" Broady 8.: Shimnon Sandcrs, 
~()ngwnters (lndia.Arie) 
Rap Song 
· "Because I Got High," Afroman 
"Who We l3c." DMX 
· "Get Ur Freak On," Missy "Mis-
dellll'anor" ElliOl\ 
"Iuo (H.O.V,A)," .Iay-Z 
"I.{idc Wit Me." Nelly 
RIZZLY VIDE 
When Making LOVE Becomes SEX: 
Diversifying love -and sex 
Harry Michel 
Grizr.ly Wrill!r 
Why thi topic in a col umn about 
diversity? We ill think one of the 
most important area that one can 
use diver ity is in the way one 
think , views, and rel ate to 
themselfin [hi world, soc iety , and 
culture. 
I think we have to diversi fy the 
way we look at ourselves so that 
we can find where we stand in 
term of our beliefs, actions, and 
reactions. I'm not trying to be an 
expert; rather sharing an idea. 
It seem that somewhere in our 
teen culture we leamed that hav-
ing sex was O.K. If we chose one 
person to have sex with, which 
protect us from the hame, em-
barra ment, and ridicule or being 
called a "Ho," or even a "Slut." 
The e terms are arbitrari ly words 
associated to women because 
these terms aren't damaging to 
men, but our generation has them: 
gendered terms. 
It eems most of us get into 
relationships so that we can atisfy 
the impulse for sex without the 
negative stigmatism and reputa-
tion of someone who i, sexuall y 
free with themselves. When we 
were teenagers we didn't think 
realistically about the way th at our 
world and our culture work. That . 
unreal istic thinking we many never 
grow out o f. we seem to find more 
reasons to validate without ever 
questioning the validity of what 
this thinking breeds. 
Many of us aren '[ realistic about 
relationships and so we bring in 
this surrealist idea abo Lit sex into 
an unrealistic situatiot). We like to 
believe that our relationships are 
goi ng to la t forever, never work-
ing on having a relationship that 
can , urvive a break up. We use 
sex to prolong relationship and 
make the relationship rea l istic. We 
like to believe that havi ng sex with 
those we choo e to be in a relation-
hip with i making love, never 
realizing that nei ther knows any-
thing about love, so sex becomes 
the repre entation o f love. 
What we used to know a the 
act of sex rela tionship magica lly 
help becomes making love. We 
refer to it as maki ng love because 
we feel that the relationship ha 
now elevated the act of sex . One 
Price Compari-
son: Don't Let 





If you're human, chances are 
pretty likely that you've been sick 
once so far this winter. Or twice. 
Or constantly. 
Since Ursinus students seem 
more susceptible to the cold bug 
that seem to be flying around ev-
erywhere these past few months, 
I' ve gone to three supermarkets to 
do a price comparison on cold 
products to try to find you the best 
deal when it comes to being sick. 
Hey, if you get stuck with the 
bug, you might not be able to work; 
not being able to work means lower 
cash flow, which means you need 
the best deal there is. 
Here's what I found: 
If you're dealing with a snotty 
nose, the school's toilet paper will 
just not do. 
An 84-count box of Kleenex 
Tissues 
Acme charges $1.59. A little 
cheaper is Clemens at $1.55. 
However, the best deal around 
can be found at Redner's for 
$1.15. 
also charges the same price. For 
the best price, go to Redner's and 
find Tylenol for $3.09. 
If it's a cough you've got: 
A 30-count bag of Halls Cough 
Drops 
Can be found for $1 .79 at Acme. 
Even cheaper is Clemens ' price 
for Halls of $1.59. Cheapest is 
again Redner's: $1.39. 
If all these aches. pains, and yucky 
things are keeping you awake at 
night: 
A 6-ounce bottle of liQuid 
NyOuil 
Will run you $4.99 at both Acme 
and Clemens. Cheaper still is 
Redner's price of $3.79. 
Remember to "Drink juice!" as 
mom everywhere say. Keeping 
your Vitamin C up will keep those 
nasty bugs down. 
A 64- Ounce Can of Tropic ana 
Pure Premium Oranl;!e.I uice 
, At Acme, you can find a 64-ounce 
container of Tropicana Pure Pre-
mium Orange Juice for $3.79. At 
Clemens, you ' ll find it for $3.59. 
Best bet yet, of course, is Redner's 
Tropicana price of $2.65. 
So, there you have it. ]f you're 
sick this winter and need the goods 
to get you better. you're best bet is 
to go to Redner's Warehouse 
Headache, fever, or body-aches? Market (in the shopping center 
For a 24-countbott1eoITylenol near Wendy's and Blockbuster) . 
caplets • So, wash your hands often, drink 
Acme wants $3.99. Clemens lots of juice, get lots of sleep. and 
go to Redner's. Feel better soon! 
reason why we do this is because 
our culture has turned sex into 
acheap and demeaning word. To 
say that you are having sex it 
usually has a negative connota-
tion. We all want to think that what 
we are doing in relationships means 
and is a lot more than omething 
cheap. There is nothing wrong with 
ex. because sex is reali stic. Sex is 
an amaLing thing, and if it's ex-
pressed and done correctly it feel 
o good that the only feeling that 
comes close to it has to be love. 
So we call it making love for lack 
of better words. But calling the act 
of sex love becomes dangerous 
because of the power of love, 
somewhere while performing the 
acting and pro<;es ing emotions, 
feeling, and whi le 100 ing touch 
with realtty we forget that what 
we are doing isn 'tlove but some-
thing like it. 
Many of us can' t separate the 
feeling from the act, and we 
shouldn't have to whe ther we're 
with a boy/girlfriend or not, but it's 
important 10 not forget that just 
because we are gi rl friend and boy-
friend or having ex doesn't mean 
that it's love. To make love you 
have to know and be in love first. 
Steve Madden Sprint 
Macy's.com 
Prada Leather Bowling 
Bag 
BLuefly.com 






and not too many of us wait till that 
happens when we start having sex. 
So most people make love before 
they are in love, and they are only 
making love because they think 
they are; if you think you are no 
one can tell you that your not but 
until you come to that realization. 
We turn things like going to din -
ner, getting flower, shopping to-
gether, and discus ing fashion a 
our testimony oflove. I'm no t say-
ing that those things don ' t mean 
,anything, but it doesn't eem like 
· the sub tance of love. To make 
love you actually need lObe in love, 
and it seems being in love is know-
ing more about someone from the 
inside. 
Being in love involves conver-
sations that are deeper than the 
superficial world; conversations 
about who and what that someone 
i ,wants to be, wants to go, where 
one is now, and how two people 
can grow through each other. Con-
versations like that bring about trust, 
friendship, and respect and create 
love and it seems it should be easy 
to start making love. Most people 
never do that, because it 's not a 
popular idea for friendship, rela-
tionship, and love. 
Most people don' t come to the 
reality of their relationship until the 
relati-on hip is over. The outcome 
of a break up helps one put what 
was the re la tionship into perspec-
ti ve. 
Sex-is such a big part of relation-
ship in our day and age that its rare 
to find one that is without it. Some-
times sex is the dominant feature 
of a relation hip. Sex in term of 
break-ups is the biggest problem 
that many women and ome men 
wre ti e with because someone 
must di sconnect from what they 
thought the relation hip was. 
Nancy White said, " When you 
loose control of your body, you 
have just about 10 t ~ II you have in 
the world." Many times in re la-
tionships we give things like our 
bodies to people that we don't 
even know yet. We think becom-
ing boy/girlfriend i synonymous 
with knowi ng someone, but most 
of us don't take the time to be-
come friend before relationships. 
We try to become better friends 
after the relationship and the sex, 
by then sex has already compli-
cated and in many ways put a 
barrier to a true friend hip. 
Making love for many young 
couples like us is a fantasy, 
one one wants it and it's deva 
ing when the dream becomes 
nightmare. We all can live 
reality and so why not start 
We want to get into relation 
so fast, be in love so soon 
anything we can internalize 
symbolize as love we will. 
one day it end. ,some couples 
speak again, can barely sit 
and have a civil conversation, 
then it becomes clear that 
was no love, what was then 
ing love now oecomes just sex. 
then the relationship after the 
girlfriend re lationship determ 
the tability and validates the 
viou relationship. If you _v. _ _ 
once hare your body with 
one in love but that love 
su lain a mere friendship, then 
it really love? A relationship 
never end after boy/girlfriend, 
dynamic may but ifit' sa rei at' 
ship o f love it will be a 
before, during, and after its all 
and done. Oour perception is 
when we are stuck in the mo 
Bowling Moves from the Lan 
to the Runway: Bowling Ge 
an Elegant Makeover 
Cornota Harkins 
Grizzly Editor-ill -Chief 
Life often imitates art, and believe it 
or not some people refer to one spon 
as the art of bowl ing. 
This season bowling continues to 
be one trendy way to accessorize your 
favorite outfitts. These shoes are 
meant to be both comfortable, yet 
sas y, and functional. 
Many trends often leave men with 
little to no options on how to look 
reasonbly trendy. However the bowl-
ing look is not one such trend Al-
though there arc probably not any 
bowling inspired handbags for men 
there is huge selection of shoes that 
you can choose from. A few examples 
are prov ided here, and there are plenty 
more if you visit the websites. You 
wan to look for a dark or light shoe wi th 
contrast stitching. 
The prices of these fasions also 
range from the obscene to the easily 
obtaimlble. If you are checkingout 
Nordstroms.com be prepared to spend: 
however, with a littel searching you 
can find a few pairs of more affordable 
shoes. Macy's.com also aoffers a 
variety of prices, but with fewer high-
end designers available than 
Nordstroms. The best place for any 
college student to try and get this look 
is Skechers.com, affordable, and du-
rable shoes. 
If you wan the Prada bowling bag 
The Unisex 
Shoe 
Dr. Martens '9773' 
Oxford 
Nordstroms.com 
but don't have the loot to afford it try 
checking out Bluetly.com. It's a dis-
count website for extremely high-end, . 
through reasonbly priced designers. 
The pRada bag on the left would retail 
in a depanement store for about 
$890.00. Blueflywasselling itforabout 
$5;29.00. and I assure there arc no 
knockoffs for sale on th i web ite. 
So pick your price and take your pick-




BCBG 'Japan' Oxford 
N ordstroms.com 






Fooled ya- Actual 




Skechers Grand Prix 
Skechers.com 
Kenrieth Cole 10th F 
II Oxford 
Nordstroms.com 
Kenneth Cole Harvard 
Oxford 
N ordstroms.com 
Pledging in the Past 
Demas pledges 
KDK pledges 
Sig Nu pledges 
POD and APO in another pic of the nrst day of pledging. 
PORTS 
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Miracle on Ice Revisited: 1980 Hockey Team 
Lights Torch in Salt Lake City 
Lindsey Fund 
Gri.:.~/v ports Wriler 
After Lake Placid, Bob Suter 
returned to hi s hometown in Wis-
consin to run a spOiling goods store. 
Forward Bill chneiderscored five 
goals and three ass ists in seven 
O lympic games. He now works 
as a semi-trailer sale executive in 
Minnesota. Goal tender Jim Craig 
played in all syven games, holding 
a goa ls against average of 2. 14. 
A fter playing three more sea ons 
for the ational Hockey League, 
he started working as an account 
manager for an ad publisher. 
and made hockey players out of 
themselves. 
Mike Ram. e)l\va on ly 18 when 
he won the gold medal. He spent 
the next 17 season in the NHL, 
and now serves a, an assistant 
coach for the Buffalo Sabres. 
That same year, Ken Morrow won 
the Stanley Cup with the New 
York Islanders. He i now work-
ing as the Director of Pro Scouting 
for the team. 
Most of the team were ju t nor-
mal guys, who left Lake Pl acid 
th at winter with a gold medal that 
had once seemed too fa r away for 
them to hold. Coach Herb Brook 
to ld them that they were not tal -
game that was later named the 
"Mirac le on Ice" that night, he told 
his team that it was a fluke, but 
then he watched as that ame 
team beat Finland 4-2 two nights 
later to win the gold medal. 
It was an impossible feat for the 
United State, but a the re t of 
America watched that night on a 
tape-de lay (the actual game hap-
pened two hours earl ier that 
evening), the impossible feat be-
came a true reality that wa ab le to 
bl'ing the country together amidst 
tough times. 
So it wa only right,a million of 
viewer watched Cammie Granato 
and Picabo Street climb the stai rs 
off to. For Mike Eruzione, captain 
of the 1980 US men 's ice hockey 
team, to step out of the shadoWS in 
hi s hockey jersey and jeans. In a 
time when America seemed to 
need it the most, the Miracle team, 
not on ly lit the Olympic torch, but 
was able to make their audience 
once aga in believe that America 
can always overcome. 
" It was all too perfect," said Ray 
Ferry, the Hockey Director of the 
York City Ice Rink m York, Penn-
ylvania. "That team was amaz-
ing. and it gave me chills to thmk 
abou t it again. I couldn't thmk of 
anyone better to have the honor of 
lighting the torch that night on 
America was able to unite as one. 
Eruzione scored halfway through 
the third period, and held on for the 
win agamst the USSR; a suppos-
edly unbeatable team. And it 
wasn 't even the gold medal game 
but it felt like it. A group of 
nameless, faceless players de-
feated the best in the world. Some 
Come true for everyone. 
That dream returned thiS year. 
A fter a disappointing showing in 
the 1998 Nagano Winter Olympic 
Games where tcams USA Wa 
truly embarrassed, the team hll' 
come back. While they will nothe 
the miracle workers, or the heroe 
to America, that the United State 
team was back m 1980. they will 
be our team. 
So it goes for the 1980 United 
States Olympic ice hockey team. 
Sure, you have your players who 
left the Olympic games that year 
entedenoughtowinontalentalone. to the Olympic cauldron wonder- American soiL" 
of them were even too young to 
drink, but they played as if it was 
their last day on skates. Perhaps 
the greatest part of it all, however, 
was right after the gold-medal win 
agai nst Finland, when Eruzione 
standing atop the medal stand 
waved for all his teammatesl to 
Join him . and the crowd fittingly 
chanted "USA!" USA!" USA!" 
Herb Brooks wi ll once again 
coach. The players, although nOI\ 
NHL superstars, will once again 
play. And we will once again 
watch. Mike Eruzione and the re, 
of that 1980 hockey team thaI he 
called to help him in the open ing 
ceremonies, lit the torch . But In 
some ways they passed it on. And after beating the USSR in a in g who they were going to hand it That one night back in 1980, It truly was a miracle -or a dream 
Women's Basketball Shoots Out Bryn 
Mawr To End 2002 Season 
Erin Fitzgerald 
Grizzly Sports Wriler 
Thi week the UC women's 
ba ketball team cia ed out their 
2001-02 campaign by beating Bryn 
Mawr61-58 on Tuesday, and fall-
ing to Muhlenberg 90-69 on Satur-
day. Their final record ended up 
10-14 overall , 7-8 in Centennial 
Conference play, good enough for 
a third place finis h in the East 
Division , but falling short of a play-
off berth. 
On Tuesday the Bears traveled 
to Bryn Mawr and needed some 
last econd heroics to bring home 
the victory. Ur inu was behind 
by one with 31 econds remaining 
when Erica Maurer unk a free 
throw to tie the score at 58. After 
the Mawllers turned the ball over, 
Maurer pulled down an offen ive 
rebound and connected on a layup 
to put the Bears ahead 60-58. 
Bryn Mawr was then forced to 
foul and Krista Marino connected 
on another free throw in the final 
seconds as the Bears won 61-58. 
Bridget Hussey added 15 points , 
while Katie Shearer chipped in 
with 12 points and 10 rebounds in 
her last collegiate game for Ur inus. 
Maurer fini shed the game with 18 
points. 
On Saturday th e Mules of 
Men's Basketball Looks 
Toward Showdown· With 
Franklin & Marshall 
Greg Pellish 
Grizzly Spans Wriler 
The Ursinus Men 's Basketball 
team is ready for the playoffs, a 
they will take on F&M in Lanca ter 
on Wednesday February 20, at 
8:00pm. 
Last week started for Ur inus at 
Gettysburg as they lost a heart-
breaker, 66-67. The Bullets were 
led by Kevin Boyle as he drilled a 
three-pointer with four seconds 
remaining to give Gettysburg the 
win. Boyle was the hot shooter for 
the Bullets as he made 5 for7 
three-point buckets and led the 
game with 19 points. The Bear's 
controlled the paint with the play of 
Dan Luciano who dumped in 18 
points and grabbed 12 rebounds. 
Steve Erne also contributed, scor-
ing 14 points and pulling down six 
rebounds. Senior Matt Tuzman 
shot for 14 points, while Dennis 
Stanton had 13. 
Ursinus showed resilience 
against the Bullets going on a 20-3 
run with just over 10 minutes to go 
after Gettysburg 's Boyle drilled a 
three-pointer to extend the Bullet'S 
lead to 55-43 . Ursinus led 63-57 
with ju t under three minutes to 
play , but the hot hooting of Boyle 
and free throws tied the game at 
63. Luciano pulled Ursinus ahead 
by two, but Boyle refu sed to lose 
as he had two big rebounds and a 
key three to give Gettysburg the 
victory. 
On Saturday Ursinus traveled to 
Muhlenberg in the Lehigh Valley 
looking for the season sweep 
against the Mules. Despite the 
dominating performance by Dan 
Luciano in the paint, and the hoot-
ing of Matt Tuzman, the Bear' s 
could not come away with the 
victory as Michael Barletta scored 
20 points to lead Muhlenburg to a 
80-77 Centennial Conference vic-
tory. Luciano had a game high 23 
points and Tuzman shot the ball 
exceptionally well with 8-9 from 
the floor for 22 points. 
With less than three minu!es re-
maining senior Alan Karafin hit a 
jumper and Matt Tuzman scored a 
lay-up to give Ursinus a 70-68 
lead. The Mules answered 
Ursinus' run with two huge three 's 
by Toomey Anderson, who hit four 
free-throw in the final 30 econds 
to seal the victory. 
Centennial Conference Wrestling 
Tournament Held At Ursinus 
TravisRoop 
Gri:.zly Sporrs Co-Editor 
This past weekend, Ursinus 
hosted the Centennial Conference 
Wrestling Championships. West-
ern Maryland, Washington and Lee, 
M uhlen berg. Gettysburg, and Johns 
HopkinS University were all in at-
tendance. 
That day our Ursinus learn 
showed very well and ended up 
with four wrestlers in the final. At 
147 pounds, freshman Scott Roesch 
wrestled his heart out against 
Muhlenberg's defending confer-
ence champion Bill Holsinger. 
Roesch wrestled a clear-headed 
and smart match, but Holsinger 
just proved a little too much in the 
end. This only bodes well though 
for next year's season considering 
Roesch will return with a year of 
strong college experience. Sean 
Howard the other freshman 
phenom alongside Roesch proved 
too much for last years Ali-Ameri-
can Rob Johns of Western Mary-
land to bring home a berth in the 
National Tournament. 
A more detailed story will follow 
next week. In the 184 and 197 
pound weight classe:;, Mike 
Mergott and Travis Allred both 
wrestled hard matches, but came 
up a little short to end up with 
. econd place. Ursinus Wrestlers 
Jeremy Barnett, Dan Cwalina, and 
Jim Turner brought home third place 
finishes for the Bears, while 
Sebastian Voltarelli and Lee 
Sanchez brought home fourth. As 
a team the Bear. placed third in 
the tournament under Western 
Maryland and Muhlenberg. 
Congratulations to all whom par-
ticipated along with Coach Bill 
Racich on yet another greatly suc-
cessful season. Also congratula-
tions to all the seniorson four years 
of hard work and dedication. 
Muhlenberg needed to defeat the 
Bears in order to finish the regular 
season in first place in the East 
Division. Despite 17 point from 
both Katie Shearer and Bridget 
Hussey, the Mules charged to a 
54-32 lead at halftime by shooting 
60 percent in the first half. 
In the . econd half Ur. inus cut the 
lead to I I points but could not get 
any closer as the Mules cruised to 
the 90-69 victory. Shearer added 
seven rebounds, and . hot a perfect 
8-of-8 from the floor in a losing 
effort for the Bears. 
In Centennial Conference news, 
Erica Maurer represented the 
Bear. on the CC Honor Roll for 
the third straight week last week, 
averaging 13 points and 8.5 re-
bounds in a I- I week. Bridget 
Hussey cont inues to lead the con-
ference in three-pointer made 
with 69. She is way ahead of the 
rest of the CC as the second place 
shooter has connected on 53 three· 
pointer this season. 
This week the first round of tht 
CC Championships will take place 
as Swarthmore takes on Franklin 
& Marshall and Muhlenberg meets 
the winner of a tiebreaker game 
between Western Maryland and 
Johns Hopkins. The champion· 
ship game will be played next Sat· 
urday. 
This Weekend's Sports Schedule 
Wednesday, February 20 
Centennial Conference Men's Basketball Playoffs 
Ursinus at Franklin & Marshall, 8:00 pm 
Friday, February 22 
Swimming at Centennial Conference Championship (atF&M) 
Saturday, February 22 
Swimming at Centennial Conference Championship (atF &M) 
Track at Centennial Conference Championships (at 
Haverford) 




. Located in Schwenksville. 
Looking for Staff for all positions. 
General counselors, kitchen help. ziplinc/c1imbing 
wall/archery. swim instruction. baskctball. softball, 
ockey, soccer, arts&crafts. dance. gymnastics. Mus 
love kids agcs 7-16. 









-Call Mrs. Lio 
(610) 489- 9862 
